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Motivation 
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•  No direct flux measurements at comparable spatiotemporal scales. 
•  We propose a methodology to project the changes of CO2 concentration 

errors relative to independent observations to the differences between 

posterior and prior fluxes.  
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Fig. 10. Comparison of modeled a priori and a posteriori CO2 mix-
ing ratios with HIPPO observations from 70� S to 84� N and 1000
to 5000m. Top panel is the HIPPO observations (grey) and their
moving average; modeled atmospheric CO2 based on prior fluxes
(purple), posterior fluxes from RUN_A (blue), posterior fluxes from
RUN_B (red), and posterior fluxes from RUN_C (green) deviated
from HIPPO observations, and their moving averages are plotted in
the remaining three panels. The a priori and a posteriori simulations
use the original initial CO2 field that was not adjusted to remove the
global bias relative to the GOSAT XCO2 data.

America in June, with the flask and RUN_A inversions pro-
ducing similar estimates of the June uptake. In contrast, in
RUN_B and RUN_C, we estimated stronger uptake in June.
Unlike the flask inversion, all the XCO2 inversions produced
much weaker uptake in July compared to June. Comparison

Fig. 11.Monthly fluxes and their uncertainties of 2010, as in Fig. 5,
for temperate North America and Europe. Shown are the fluxes
inferred from the three XCO2 data sets (RUN_A, RUN_B, and
RUN_C), and the flask observations (FLASK). Also plotted are the
flux estimates from the MPI-BGC flux data product. The a priori
fluxes (the sum of all prior fluxes excluding emissions from the fos-
sil fuel burning) are also indicated (a priori).

with the TCCON observations at Lamont from day 120 to
250 (Fig. 9) shows the strong negative bias for RUN_B and
RUN_C, which could indicate that the stronger uptake in-
ferred in these inversions for temperate North America rep-
resent an overestimate of the actual sink during the grow-
ing season (in the absence of compensatory changes in the
flux from other regions). Surface flask observations – for ex-
ample, at the KEY site and inland at NWR and SGP (not
shown) – also suggest that the summertime sinks estimated
in RUN_B and RUN_C for temperate North America were
overestimated. A weak sink for temperate North America
is possible for 2010 as a result of the cold spring and hot
and dry summer in the southeast US during 2010 (Blunden
et al., 2011). In addition, fire emissions in southern British
Columbia, Canada, in July would have further reduced the
net uptake of CO2 from temperate North America in 2010.
Indeed, these could be responsible for the strong decrease in
uptake in the three XCO2 inversions in July.
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Methodology 
We	first	define	two	cost	func1ons	that	measure	the	
posterior	CO2	(Cpost)	and	prior	CO2(Cprior)		errors	
rela1ve	to	independent	observa1ons	(O):		
	Jpost = (Cpost −O)

T (Cpost −O)
Jprior = (Cprior −O)

T (Cprior −O)
Cpost =M (fpost )

Where	M	is	a	transport	model,	and	fpost	is	the	posterior	fluxes		



Methodology (continued)	
•  We	then	define	the	difference	between	these	cost	func1ons:	

•  It	can	be	rewri\en	as:		

ΔJ = Jpost − Jprior

Δ !J = (fpost − fprior ),M
T (Cpost −O+Cprior −O)

where	fpost	and	fprior	are	the	posterior	and	prior	fluxes,	and	MT	is	

the	adjoint	of	the	transport	model.	The	above	equa1on	projects	

the	changes	of	CO2	errors	to	the	spa1otemporal	differences	

between	posterior	and	prior	fluxes.		



Methodology (continued)	

•  Equa1on	(4)	can	also	be	wri\en	as:	

•  where	ftruth	is	the	true	fluxes.		The	above	
equa1on	shows	that	the	posterior	fluxes	are	
more	accurate	than	the	prior	fluxes	over	a	
region	restricted	by	MTM	when						is	smaller	
than	zero.	

Δ !J = (fpost − ftruth )
TMTM(fpost − ftruth )− (fprior − ftruth )

TMTM(fprior − ftruth )

Δ !J



Two questions can be addressed:  

•  What	are	the	magnitude	and	sign	of	the	CO2	
error	changes	from	the	differences	between	
posterior	and	prior	fluxes	at	each	grid	point?		

•  Within	what	spa1al	domain	the	posterior	
fluxes	are	more	accurate	than	the	prior	fluxes	
when	the	posterior	CO2	concentra1ons	are	
more	accurate	than	the	prior	CO2	
concentra1ons	rela1ve	to	independent	
observa1ons?	



OSSE experiment to test the method 

•  Observing	System	Simula1on	Experiments	(OSSE)		

ü The	 prior	 flux	 and	 posterior	 fluxes	 have	 different	 seasonal	
and	diurnal	cycle,	but	the	same	annual	total	fluxes	

•  ACOS-GOSAT	observa1on	coverage	
•  Independent	 data:	 simulated	 aircrab	 observa1ons	 at	
three	 aircrab	 sites	 (CAR,	 SGP,	 and	 TGC)	 over	 North	
America,	 four	 aircrab	 sites	 (SAN,	 TAB,	 ALF,	 and	 RBA)	
over	Amazonia,	one	TCCON	site	at	Lauder,Australia		



Validating against simulated aircraft obs 

Blue:	prior	CO2	errors	
Red:	posterior	CO2	errors		

•  Posterior	CO2	is	more	
accurate	than	the	prior	CO2	
concentra1on	

Δ !J = (fpost − fprior ),M
T (Cpost −O+Cprior −O)

ΔJ = Jpost − Jprior

•  A\ribute	the	CO2	error	
changes	to	the	
contribu1ons	from	the	
flux	changes	at	each	
grid	point		

fpost − ftruth MTM
− fprior − ftruth MTM

= −0.02GtC / year fpost − ftruth MTM
− fprior − ftruth MTM

= −0.01GtC / year

•  Where	the	fluxes	are	
more	accurate	



Validating against simulated TCCON at 
Lauder 

•  Posterior	CO2	is	more	accurate	than	
the	prior	CO2	concentra1on	

ΔJ = Jpost − Jprior

Blue:	prior	CO2	errors	
Red:	posterior	CO2	errors		

Δ !J = (fpost − fprior ),M
T (Cpost −O+Cprior −O)

fpost − ftruth MTM
− fprior − ftruth MTM

= −0.01GtC / year

•  Flux	changes	over	a	much	broader	region	
contribute	to	the	changes	of	CO2	error	at	
TCCON	site	at	Lauder.		



Real data experiment 

•  Op1mize	 2010	 and	 2011	 monthly	 mean	
biosphere	 fluxes	 assimila1ng	 ACOS-GOSAT	
B3.5	land	nadir	good-quality	observa1ons	

•  4D-Var	 flux	 inversion	 with	 GEOS-Chem	
adjoint	model	

•  Independent	 data:	 2010	 and	 2011	 bi-weekly	
aircrab	observa1ons	over	Amazonia	(Gae	et	
al.,	2014).	



Blue:	prior	CO2	errors	
Red:	posterior	CO2	errors		

ΔJ = Jpost − Jprior < 0
ΔJ = Jpost − Jprior > 0

•  The	degrada1on	of	
posterior	fluxes	
contribu1ng	to	the	
increase	of	CO2	errors	
may	result	from	bias	in	
observa1ons,	transport	
errors,	or	inversion	
setup.			



Summary 

•  We	propose	a	valida1on	method	that	project	the	changes	of	
CO2	errors	rela1ve	to	independent	observa1ons	to	the	
spa1otemporal	differences	between	posterior	and	prior	
fluxes	with	an	atmospheric	transport	adjoint	model.		

•  We	show	that	the	posterior	fluxes	are	more	accurate	than	
the	prior	fluxes	over	the	regions	restricted	by	MTM	when	
posterior	CO2	is	more	accurate.		

•  The	method	can	be	applied	to	any	inversions	where	the	
direct	measurements	are	not	available.		

•  The	method	is	not	limited	to	varia1onal	flux	inversion.		
•  Limita1on:	the	method	is	limited	by	the	existence	of	

transport	errors.		


